Visit Molar on stand H12 to find out more! All customers spending over £2500 will get a FREE scanner keyboard and those spending over £5000 will get a FREE clinical keyboard – only with orders placed at 2009 BDTA Showcase.

For more information visit www.moliclean.com or call 0845 004 1066.

Visit Micromedic on stand S03 at BD&A Showcase.

To celebrate 20 years in Dentistry this year and to showcase their new and expanded range of Dental Electronics, Micromedic will be giving away the latest in laptop technology for customers spending over £2500 on any of the range of products (BD&A stand).

Having already supplied the most reliable, valuable and modern hardware for over 20 years, Dental practise digital has supporting over 1800 practices with their IT maintenance plans, Micromedic have now ranged their range with new Canon Keyboards enabling you to scan documents directly into dentADAPT and Clinical Keyboards, the perfect smooth keyboard offering a breath-taking in cross infection control.

Visit Micromedic on stand S03 to find out more. All customers spending over £2500 will get a FREE scanner keyboard and those spending over £5000 will get a FREE clinical keyboard – only with orders placed at 2009 BDTA Showcase.

For more information visit www.micromedic.com or call 0845 004 1066.

Dental Directory Company Profile

The Dental Directory is the UK’s largest British owned full service dental referral, offering a line-up stop-shoff, efficient and competitive service prices. We pride ourselves on providing excellent customer service standards whether you are buying a single survey item or a piece of large equipment. We offer our clients the assurance of knowing that their choice of equipment can ensure a smooth installation, back-up repair and service.

The Dental Directory is exhibiting at Dental Showcase 2009, visit our stand F12 and see what we can offer you!

For more information regarding products and services call 0800 555 586 or go on-line at www.dentaldirectory.co.uk.

The British Society of Dental Hygienists and Therapists (BSDHT) is the largest representative body in the field of dental hygiene and therapy in the UK. The BSDHT is an umbrella organization representing the ambitions and satisfying the professional needs of dental hygienists and therapists. As such we visit to BD&A Showcase is complete without paying a visit to the BSDHT stand.

The year they will be displaying their latest ranges of Tofflees footmoss and Creation scans, available only from Dental Sky. To visit the stand to see the vast range of colours, styles and patterns. Also exclusive to Dental Sky are the MolarBDS, BDS, Clinix and Dentos-Wilsons brands with several new additions this year including the great value C.M.A. nickel-bronze endodontic, rotary file system. Working demonstrations will be running through the duration of the exhibition.

The Molar Portfolio of oral hygiene products, now also includes the recently launched MolarFloss.

A NEW and painfree training method for creating precision fitting all-ceramic restorations; saving Laboratory costs and for a demonstration or for more information about the S4S range of systems the UK CEREC® Specialists on Stand V14. Only Ceramic Systems the UK CEREC® Specialists on Stand V14. Only Ceramic Systems offer you:

- Complete system support
- Complete system support Engineers
- Comprehensive system training
- State of the art software
- Customised training programs
- Absolute value
- Absolute value
- Low cost finance arranged for you
- Low cost finance arranged for you
- 5 year extended warranty
- 5 year extended warranty
- Dedicated Service and Support Engineers
- Dedicated Service and Support Engineers
- Expert support

CEREC® 3D Systems

Why buy CEREC® from Ceramic Systems?

Looking to improve your profitability, then visit Ceramic Systems at Stand Y14. Only Ceramic Systems can offer you:

- Complete system support
- Complete system support Engineers
- Comprehensive system training
- State of the art software
- Customised training programs
- Absolute value
- Absolute value
- Low cost finance arranged for you
- Low cost finance arranged for you
- 5 year extended warranty
- 5 year extended warranty
- Dedicated Service and Support Engineers
- Dedicated Service and Support Engineers
- Expert support

Dedicated training facility

Dedicated training facility

Low cost finance arranged for you

Low cost finance arranged for you
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Zhermack’s range of impression materials are designed to make your life easier and achieve superior results. Hydrogum is an easy mixing further have a look at the alginate mixing machine for a prefect bubble-free mix. For alginate impressions we have the new hyper-hydrophilic alginate Zhergum 9000P. It is easy to handle and for reducing bubbles in impressions around the preparation. Also on show will be our clear silicone Elite Glass, our range of infra-red impression trays and our line registration range (Sculpeut & Colortemp). Come in and visit, and compare the materials.

Zhermack

Tel: 0270 960 001

sales@zhermack.com

www.zhermack.com

Contact - Graham Brown

Zhermack

Tel: 0270 960 001

sales@zhermack.com

www.zhermack.com

Contact - Graham Brown

S4-SYS Limited are dental splint specialists offering a wide range of dental appliances and other products for the treatment of many conditions including bruxism, tooth wear, nocturnal teeth grinding and endodontic, etc., all designed to make your life easier and ensure a smooth installation, back-up repair and service.

Our department offers honest, impartial advice from a dedicated team of specialists on all matters relating to surgery planning, design and rehabilitation. All of our team are engineers, trained and qualified to the highest standard which enables them to engineer solutions that can ensure a smooth installation, back-up repair and service.

The Stand is full of developments with FILPIN and FILPOST.

FILPIN and FILPOST

- A ZC – Laboratory fabricated anterior occlusal splints
- FILPIN and FILPOST
- Better by design!

Retention system – better by design

- FILPIN and FILPOST
- Stand C11

Design engineers make placement painless, surgery safer, to be stronger in use. Made from 100% pure biocompatible hybrid material, FILPIN and FILPOST are designed to make your life easier and ensure a smooth installation, back-up repair and service.
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Looking for Sirona Equipment? Visit Stand V13!
Visit Sirona Dental Systems, the UK’s leading provider of Sirona/Siemens equipment, on Stand V13 for the ultimate Sirona Experience.

Sirona Specialists, Sirona Dental Systems offer the choice from the complete range of Sironaproducts – including the very latest Galileos 3D digital cone-beam equipment, their extensive range of Sirona handpieces.

whenever providing potential clients are invited to visit The Courtyard, Sident state-of-the-art training and showroom facility in Chertsey, where they will be able to see the complete product range in action. They will then be able to identify the best solution for their individual needs, allowing Sident Design Specialists to incorporate their desires into the most appropriate and efficiently engineered Surgery or Practice layout.

Through their partner, Infiniti Finance plc, they can take the headache out of financing new equipment and installations, with finance packages tailored to individual requirements at very competitive rates.

For further information visit Stand V13 or visit Sirona Dental Systems on 01932 582000 or email jadine@clearstep.co.uk

Quality Endodontic Distributors Ltd

Quality Endodontic Distributors Limited will be displaying their complete range of endodontic products, and adding some exciting new ones which will enhance their already comprehensive range. Many of these products will be shown for the first time, so make sure that you visit the QED Stand C01.

They will be exhibiting a range of endodontic motors and obtrusion units including the Hot Style handfed and Tip Down for dinner packing obtrusion obtusion devices and the New Style Otrexa Max.

QED’s range of famous Owen branded instruments will be on display also. These include Starflex®, both hand and type-in obturators, blisters packs, which can be used from patient to patient.

Finally their very experienced team will be on hand to demonstrate all these products and more, making the ideal time to get up to speed on endodontics.

For further information telephone Quality Endodontic Distributors Ltd on 01733 404999, email sales@qedemb.co.uk, or call 07333 361240 or visit www.qemb.co.uk or contact your local QED Salesperson.

Coltene Whaledent Ltd

BDTA Showcase – 2009

Coltene Whaledent Ltd has over 20 years of experience in providing market leading digital products, Coltene Whaledent is committed to striving forward into the 21st century as a leading dental manufacturer. Affiliated to Post Graduate sponsorship, Coltene Whaledent is held in high esteem in many universities throughout the world. From surgery disposables to high tech equipment Coltene Whaledent offers the highest standards in Dental products including Miris2 the natural layering technique composite devolved by Dr Didier Dieni. Geneva’s Visit stand 287 to experience true innovation in Dental materials and equipment. Exclusive exhibition offers not to be missed.

Free phone 0330 2954544
info@coltenewhaledent.com
www.coltenewhaledent.com

Steile-on

Steile-on Innovative and Inspirational Education Solutions At The Dental Showcase

Recognising the need across the dental industry for education and training solutions that are flexible, involving and inspirational, Stylist on the course for cutting edge software and training resources. At the 2008 BDTA Dental Showcase delegates are invited to discover the latest approaches at stand V13.

Steile-on provides access to everything the dental teams need to meet their industry obligations and advance their skills, whatever level they are at or their career. Solutions include the Dental Photography Course, bringing dental photography to the next level with the latest proven methods of image capture.

The Steile-on team will be ready to advise on all programmes including the popular:

- DNSTMAT and DNINN it providing vital knowledge for dental nurses, studying for the National Certificate or NVQ level 3 in Oral Health Care and is also used as an update programme for established nurses.
- Clinical Governance: Designed to enable total compliance with Healthcare Commission standards

Stylist Dental Eyewear From Höegh at BDTA 2009

Blackwell Supplies will be exhibiting the new range of Stylist eyewear and exclusively developed infection control products at the BDTA Dental Showcase at the NEC Birmingham (12th-14th November).

At the Blackwell stand visitors will be able to discover the unique quality and magnification capability of Høegh MaxiBlue lenses. The unique MaxiBlue design reduces the weight of the lenses on the nose by 70% for less strain and fatigue. The high quality frames are designed with precision in mind to suit all dental environments from general dentistry to endodontics or surgery.

Blackwell’s team will also be on hand to explain the efficacy of the exclusively developed Blackwell line of alcohol-free disinfectants which offer significant advantages over alcohol-based products while achieving excellent infection control.

For essential items that no surgery should be without, don’t miss the opportunity to visit Blackwell Supplies friendly team at BDTA 2009.

For more information please call Wright on 0800 86 88 99 or visit www.wrightnhealthgroup.com

QED-Endodontic Instruments

One of the most famous names in dentistry, and a leader for excellence throughout the industry, QED Celebrates its Anniversay in 2009.

QED-Endodontic Instruments, during their first century of manufacturing and service have prided themselves on their consistent commitment to supplying the most advanced, high quality products and service. At Dental Showcase they will again be exhibiting a full range of products.

2009 is an exciting year for QED-Endodontic Instruments, as they will be showing a number of new, innovative products, which further enhance their high quality range.

Please take this opportunity to see the exciting and diverse range of dental units, imaging products including innovations in digital technology and dental simulation education.

Far from resting on their laurels, QED opened its Centenary Year by announcing the demo of 100 years of QED’s innovation and quality – 100 reasons for dentists to trust QED for dental treatment for the next 100 years.

To find out more visit the QED stand on stand P08 or contact QED on 01944 733 000, email sales@kowan.co.uk or visit www.kowan.co.uk

Discover your inner Orthodontist at the 2009 BDTA Dental Showcase

Delegates visiting Chautey at BDTA Dental Showcase on the 12th to the 14th of November 2009, NEC Birmingham will learn how they can develop professional knowledge and experience, enriching their skill set and improving their service to patients – and creating a new route to financial success.

Visit Stand T15 and discover what’s new with Chautey.

The Chautey stand will be organised clearly into 3 key elements (Pro-Alignment, Space Closure, Alignment, Finishing and Detailing, Extrait) and incorporates applications and solutions to the OGIS and the Chautey Closing Spring. Enabling dentists to treat every malocclusion that an orthodontist might see in any given day, this solution can also be used to treat children as young as 7 years.

This year, dentists are invited to explore and embrace the art of orthodontic expertise with the Chautey Treatment Planning System. Representing the cutting edge of orthodontics, this solution lets dentists reduce referral, boost income and provide a greater service to patients.

For more information call the CPT Laboratory & Diagnostic Facility on 01342 370170 or email info@ctdentist.co.uk or visit cpdentist.co.uk

Kalvi Gendron – Proud to have offered the Professional Dental Excellence for over a Century

One of the most famous names in dentistry, and a leader for excellence throughout the industry, Kalvi celebrates its Centenary in 2009. Gendron, during their first century of manufacturing and service have prided themselves on their consistent commitment to supplying the most advanced, high quality products and service. At Dental Showcase they will again be exhibiting a full range of products.

2009 is an exciting year for Kalvi Gendron as they will be showing a number of new, innovative products, which further enhance their high quality range.

Please take this opportunity to see the exciting and diverse range of dental units, imaging products including innovations in digital technology and dental simulation education.

Kalvi Gendron is proud to have offered the professional dental excellence for over a century.

If you only have time for ‘one stop’ — make yours Stand R18: Prestige Medical

Prestige Medical uses their expertise to develop and manufacture products that are unique to the needs of the dental office and provide the ultimate in professional solutions to their clients. Our goal is to provide dental professionals with the most complete line of dental products.

Prestige Medical offers you one-stop shopping with one of the largest lines of dental products available.

If you only have time for ‘one stop’ — make yours Stand R18: Prestige Medical

For further information please call on 01733 404999, email sales@prestigemedical.co.uk or visit www.prestigemedical.co.uk

Eastman to Present Excellent Education Solutions at BDTA 2009

Delegates to the 2009 Dental Showcase (NEC, Birmingham, 12-14th November) can discover educational courses to take their knowledge and career to the next level with the renowned UCL Eastman Dental Institute.

The Eastman stand, R12, is the ideal setting for expert advice on continuing education through well-established and highly regarded courses.

The Eastman will be unveiling new exciting new initiatives:

- EDC – a range of downloadable podcasts on topical subjects such as 1 hour of verifiable CPD
- For all and members of the dental team – an online package for all CPD providing verifiable CPD
- For all dentists and all members of the dental team to the Dental Showcase to demonstrate how they can provide dental practices with a one stop shop for Integrated Documentation Solutions.

Prestige Medical staff will be on hand to explain how to arrange a free practice survey and the stand will feature a typical leamurization system to demonstrate how they are designed to be fully compliant yet can be tailored made to suit the needs of the individual practice.

The display will include fully compliant equipment including the UltraClean II water distiller dryer, which has an RRD connection as standard, and the high capacity CL2 Advanced X-ray detector.

For more information is available from Prestige Medical directly call 01844 444 103 or email sales@prestigemedical.co.uk

If you only have time for ‘one stop’ — make yours Stand R18: Prestige Medical
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Industry News
**Increased Expectations with Bien-Air**

Bien-Air has not lost momentum over the past 50 years with its range of high-quality, Swiss products.

The implant motor system, Chiro 3, with LED micromotor and 20:1 handpiece features integral iridation and the world’s smallest handpiece head for absolute precision.

New to the range is the Bilia Blackline turbine. Thanks to the carbon fiber build these incredibly light handpieces offer improved resistance to shock, friction, torsion and impacts.

An easy to use, intuitive display the Optima M II INT converts your air-driven system to an upgraded electric operation, allowing for different Ni-Ti endodontics to be covered with a standard 1:1 contra-angle handpiece.

Most other manufacturers are still working with just two contra-angle 1:1 and 1:5, thus replacing several conventional instruments saving time and equipment.

For a limited period Bien-Air is offering triple or quadplex pulp in a variety of options. You can now enjoy using superior, Swiss-quality turbines and contra-angle handpieces at even lower prices.

These products are simply an overview of what Bien-Air has to offer. For further information please contact Bien-Air on 01384 706 303 or visit www.bienair.com.
Laser dentistry – out of the future?
Everyone knew a ‘try before you buy opportunity’, and dentists who were involved.

Cerec – one CADCAM in a new light
CEREC is one of the world’s most popular CADCAM systems, with over 15 million restorations having been placed through Cerec since its launch. This way to do, precise, hi-tech in-surgery systems allow the dentists to access, design and produce highly aesthetic, long-lasting all-ceramic restorations in their surgery, in one single appointment.

The new CEREC AC acquisition centre makes restorations even more friendly, precise and efficient ensuring CEREC’s seamless integration within your normal workflow.

The advent of CEREC Blaivan sets a new standard in measurement accuracy by capturing prep images in highly detailed and digital format using a powerful blue light emitting diode (LED). The resulting optical impression delivers an unprecedented level of precision for either single-tooth or multiple unit restorations.

Henry Schein Minerva is the resourced distributor for CEREC in the UK, so come and see the system in action at Stands 106 and T08 at the BDTS Showcase 2009. If you would like us in surgery demonstration please contact Henry Schein Minerva on 08700 10 24 41 or visit www.henryschein.co.uk

BODA Showcase Review 2009 Stand U02

Many great Showcase offers and new point of sale promotional materials are available to view at the stand.

Cerec meets Gallitos
BODA Showcase at the BDTS Dental Show in Birmingham on 17 and 18th November 2009

BODA showcase offers and new point of sale promotional materials are available to view at the stand.

Dental services
Are you looking to move into private practice or take your business to the next level? We can help.

www.dentalpro.co.uk

Dental Services
01603 763011
www.dbs.org.uk
info@dbs.org.uk

Dental Business Solutions
01604 260011
www.dbls.org.uk
info@dbls.org.uk

Bambach Saddle Seat Confirmed
Product of Choice
Bambach will be demonstrating the revolutionary Saddle Seat at the BDTS Exhibition 2009.

Stereoscan
The Bambach Saddle Seat is a scientifically designed and proven solution, endorsed by the Australian Physiotherapy Association, as it helps the pelvic interface maintain neutral position.

To find out further information including details of Bambach’s 30-day trial, call 0800 581108 or visit www.bambach.co.uk

Bambach wish to remind you that HMRC propose to increase the VAT rate from 17.5% to 20% from 4th January 2010. You can order your equipment direct from one or several suppliers allowing you to pre-order your equipment to suit your practice needs. With pre-approved finance from Braemar in place you will have more time to order and install your equipment prior to your patients’ next visit. With pre-approved finance from Braemar in place you will have more time to order and install your equipment prior to your patients’ next visit. With pre-approved finance from Braemar in place you will have more time to order and install your equipment prior to your patients’ next visit. With pre-approved finance from Braemar in place you will have more time to order and install your equipment prior to your patients’ next visit.

Bambach will be demonstrating the revolutionary Saddle Seat at the BDTS Exhibition 2009.

Contact us on Stand N11 at Showcase for more information.
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**36 Industry News**

---

**P&G Professional Oral Health**

P&G will be showcasing their new Professional Only Packs at this year’s BDTA. Exhibiting, P&G knows that professional products sold in practices are often demonstrated to patients to ensure they’re being used correctly. They also know that this makes sense as a great opportunity to raise awareness of their products. The launch of these packs coincides with some upgrades. At the top is a new Triumph SmartGuide which has been re-branded Triumph 5000 SmartGuide! Next is Triumph Care 3000. This model has been streamlined and has the addition of a large sensor on the rear of the handle that will illuminate if too much pressure is applied. Next is Professional Care 5000 which offers more function than ever before.

Oral Health recognises that different individuals have different needs and preferences, hence the diversity of the range. The addition of Professional Only packs is a further benefit to both patient and practitioners.

---

**Become HTM 01-05 compliant with Eschmann at Dental Showcase 2009**

Dentists who pay a visit to Stand N19 will be able to discuss in-depth issues regarding the latest HTM 01-05 guidelines with an expert to a viewing fully compliant with the requirements of this new directive. A team of dedicated Eschmann specialists will demonstrate how to follow ‘Best practice’ solutions programme that facilitates effective, validated instrument decontamination and disinfection, developed to help every practice meet HTM 01-05 Standards in a timely and cost effective manner.

On show will be Eschmann’s new, all encompassing Decosol DecoDent Room Calibration solution, designed to meet HTM 01-05 Best Practice requirements for in-surgery decontamination rooms. This will be further supported with the step by step Decosol 3D Advice & Solutions Guide which provides comprehensive reference information. The team will be on hand to help dentists to comply with Eschmann’s knowledgeable team; starting the process of creating the perfect, purpose-built decontamination room.

Visit the Eschmann stand at N19 to find the simplest and most productive step by step ‘Decon360 ’Advice & Solutions Guide’ which provides comprehensive standards’ in a timely and cost effective manner.

---

**For better dentistry**

**DENTSPLY**

---

**English Rugby Star Will Greenwood Endorses Infection Protection**

Under Armour Performance Mouthwear™ is extremely excited to have English rugby legend, Will Greenwood, appearing at the Dental Showcase stand on the Friday of the 2009 BD&A Dental Showcase.

Capped 55 times and scoring 11 tries for his country, Will Greenwood will have his World Cup Win Worm Metal, be signing autographs and giving his endorsement to the innovative UA Performance Mouthwear™.

Visitors to the stand will have the chance to win a signed England shirt when they enter the prize draw.

Building on vast experience and knowledge of an impressive range of products, the UA Performance Mouthwear™ helps athletes in any sport unlock their full potential. By preventing or allowing athletes teeth from shifting, the custom-fitted mouthguard relieves pressure on the temporomandibular joints, preventing the excessive production of performance-sapping hormones.

Having placed in the World Cup winning team of 2003, Will Greenwood is familiar with needing to be at the peak of physical fitness for any information on Under Armour Performance Mouthwear™, please visit The Dental Directory Stand or email: sales@tandemx.co.uk.

---

**TANDEX invite dental professionals to sample ever FLEXI’ at BD&A 2009**

At this years BD&A stand, TANDEX are inviting members of the dental team to sample their leading interdental cleaning brush brand. As the name suggests, FLEXI is much more flexible than a tooth brush, more comfortable to the touch and genuinely more effective than other competitive interdental cleaning products.

Recent neurological research, carried out by TANDEX, has been astonishing, with patients demonstrating that emotion ultimately achieves patient compliance. The more patients perceive the brush and feel of the brush - the more likely they are to use it, meaning more effective cleaning taking place over a prolonged period of time.

Furthermore, the same neurological studies have demonstrated that TANDEX triggers a reaction in the Ventral Striatum, part of the Lymbic system where the brain region is responsible for building up preference to a brand.

Discover why so many practices are turning to TANDEX by visiting Stand D16 and asking to feel the difference by contacting the TANDEX team on info@tandex.co.uk.
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**More dental news**

---

**Dental News is the place to go when you have your 3D dental scan done.**

Many dental practices have turned to dental scanning services to improve the accuracy and speed of their services. However, a number of dental practices are still using traditional methods to create dental models, which can be time-consuming and less accurate.

To ensure that patients receive the best possible care, a number of dental practices have turned to dental scanning services to improve the accuracy and speed of their services. However, a number of dental practices are still using traditional methods to create dental models, which can be time-consuming and less accurate.

By using dental scanning services, dental practices can create accurate and detailed models of patients’ teeth, which can be used for a variety of purposes, such as creating custom-made crowns or bridges, planning orthodontic treatments, and even detecting early signs of oral cancer.

Dental scanning services are now available in many locations, and are becoming increasingly popular as the technology becomes more advanced.
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